
The Kalupur Commercial Co-Operative Bank Ltd., a leading, highly progressive, Multi State Scheduled 
Urban Co-Operative Bank with network of 59 branches in Gujarat & Mumbai with total business mix of 
Rs.14,000+ crore wants to hire for below mentioned senior position for Ahmedabad location:-   
 

Position – Chief Risk Officer 

Age :- 38 to 48 years 

Educational Qualifications- 

Any Graduate with Professional certification in Financial Risk Management from premium institutes like 

Global Association of Risk Professionals, PRMIA, GARP etc.   MBA (Finance) and CAIIB will be an added 

advantage.                                                           

Desirable Experience:- 

1) About 15 to 20 Years of experience with Commercial Banks of which minimum 8 to 10  years of 

experience in credit and other Risk Management departments with substantial exposure to 

Credit Risk, Market Risk, Liquidity Risk, Operational Risk, & Interest Rate Risk.  Exposure to 

Analytics is most preferable.  He / She should be able to establish an Integrated Risk 

Management system, development of risk models, policies and procedures of the bank.  

Professional Risk Management certification i.e. FRM from reputed institutes and Financial 

Analysis will be an added advantage.   

Role & Responsibilities:- 

The Chief Risk officer will head bank’s risk function and shall oversee the entire process of risk 
management in the bank. He/ She will be responsible for establishing an integrated risk management 
system, development of risk models, policies and procedures of the bank. He/ She shall identify, measure 
and monitor all the type of risk on ongoing basis, shall develop organizational risk appetite and 
framework and translate the board’s strategy into clearly laid down monitorable risk limits at the 
aggregate and at the granular level. He/ She shall convene Risk management committee of the board 
and make presentation to Board.  
 
The role of Chief risk officer will be broadly classified as under the following area of operations: 
 
Credit risk 
 

 To study/ review/ vetting of Credit policy as well as various credit products of the bank from the 
angle of inherent and control risk. To suggest appropriate measures to mitigate the risk.  

 Suggest modification in existing guidelines pertaining to product, processes, and systems mainly 
related to credit/ Advances.  

 Study and analyze entire portfolio of advances and assess sector wise, region wise, Industry wise, 
Type wise credit risk. To suggest measures to mitigate the risk. 



 To assess risk involved in high value proposals, study various aspects, provide views for techno 
economic viability / external rating assessment etc. to the committee and suggest measures to 
mitigate risk.  

 Review of Credit Rating Scheme of borrower on yearly basis, suggest modification if required and 
ensure that Risk aspects are appropriately priced.  

 To undertake review of Rating wise outstanding credit portfolio & assess risk including migration 
of rating and comparison with previous years.  

 To ensure that Credit dept., Credit monitoring dept. and branches make extensive use of Credit 
bureaus and CRILC. 

 Analyze and review advances portfolio based on SMA categorization and ensure timely/correct 
submission of various control returns to RBI. 

 To ensure monitoring and control of credit risk. This requires review /assessment of delegation of 
lending powers, quality of credit appraisal, rating standards, benchmark, prudential limits etc. 

 Assess NPA/Overdue levels and concentration of loan portfolio and suggest corrective actions to 
be taken. 

 Have continuous watch on economic developments specially sectors in slow down or affecting 
due to regulations or taxation policies and suggest necessary measures. [ Suitable note to be 
prepared at periodical interval and put up to Higher Authority with views / suggestion] 

 Undertake regular portfolio studies of key industries/sectors and provide inputs to Top 
management about the sector outlook. 

 Identify the Portfolio with High Probability of Default.  
 Take corrective action for management of portfolio and keep the default rate minimum: 

Improving the quality of credit portfolio. 
 To analyze the credit portfolio based on ticket size, secured and unsecured portion wise, non-

fund based limits, contingent liabilities, unutilized limits, pending disbursements etc. 
 To ensure monitoring and control of credit risk. This requires review / assessment of delegation 

of lending powers, quality of credit appraisal, rating standards, benchmark, prudential limits etc. 
 

Market risk 
 

 To study interest rate risk, foreign exchange risk (country risk, counter party risk, transactional 
risk, exchange rate risk etc.), set limits as well as triggers and suggest measures to mitigate risks. 

 To do duration analysis and interest rate sensitivity analysis and suggest measures to reduce 
interest rate risk  
 

Operational risk 
 

 To review and ensure proper Risk Categorization of all accounts as per RBI guidelines and obtain 
fresh KYC as per regulatory prescription. 

 To Review and ensure proper reporting of CTR, STR, WTR, CCR etc. as verification of ground of 
suspicion as well as sample verification of white listing to be done properly with concerned 
authority. 

 Collection of all operations related data and centralized inputs / feedback from branches / 
Inspection Dept / Audit reports / External inputs such as IBA notification etc. and analyzing the 
data / incidents / inputs from risk angle. Averaging frequency, probability of occurrence of such 
operational risk events and suggest mitigation based on various approaches such as basic 
indicator, standardized and advances management approach. 
 



People risk 
 

 Ensure that bank has ensured proper check and controls to calibrate people risk. To ensure that 
staff delegated powers are utilized judiciously, staff deployed is skilled to take such jobs, proper 
job rotations are happening and staff accounts are properly monitored.  
 

Fraud risk management 
 

 Study various frauds happened in banking industry as well as our bank and suggest measures / 
modify process and system so that such fraud can be prevented. Suggest measures to mitigate 
and manage such fraud risk. 

 RMD will be responsible for fraud reporting to Board / RMC / RBI and take necessary action. 
 To ensure systems and procedures are in place to identify Early Warning 

Signals (EWS) and Red Flagged accounts (RFA) 
 
Compliance risk / Regulatory risk  
 

 To ensure that bank complies with all exposure norms – Single borrower exposure norms, group 
borrower exposure norms, Commercial / Real estate exposure, Housing Exposure, prudential 
interbank counter party exposure, exposure in Non SLR investment, ceiling on unsecured 
advances, Bank Guarantee exposure, unsecured advances exposure, other restrictions etc. 

 To ensure that bank complies with all statutory restrictions like advances against bank’s own 
shares, membership related restrictions etc. 

 To ensure that bank complies with all regulatory restrictions like Granting Loans and Advances to 
Directors and their Relatives advances against FDR of other banks etc. 

 To ensure that bank complies with all guidelines/ circulars issued by RBI / IBA, FIU-India / CRCS 
etc. from time to time. 

 To study observations of RBI audit, concurrent audit, internal audit, analyze risk angles and 
suggest measures to mitigate risk (Preferably system based measures) and ensure its 
compliances. 
 

Cyber security risk 
 

 Perform information security risk assessments and suggest measure to prevent cyber frauds 
 To identify and document asset vulnerabilities, identify internal and external threats, study 

techniques/ procedures through which cyber-attacks do happen, Ensure that bank complies with 
all guidelines issued by RBI regarding cyber security framework 
 

Liquidity Risk 
 

 Ensure assessment of dynamic liquidity, structural liquidity and ensure submission of its 
statement to RBI 

 To do Interest rate sensitivity analysis and provide views on the same 
 LCR and NSFR calculation and monitoring 

 
Other 
 

 Carry out stress testing of bank on various parameters. 



 Suggest modification in system, procedures, documents, products to make it more of risk 
pruned. 

 In case of occurrence of any event, if bank faces reputational risk, he/she is required to assess 
issues, provide required clarification and suggest measures.  

 

 

 


